Competitive Edge through People!’ and ‘Leadership in a VUCA World.’ His passion is ‘high impact leadership’. He now
prefers to explore new horizons as a change agent and facilitator, to assist managers in applying the concepts presented in
the classroom. He has therefore begun de-emphasizing one-off programs in favor of greater involvement and long-term
partnerships. Prof. Prasad graduated from IIT Madras, has a Postgraduate Diploma in Management from IISc, and PhD
from Northwestern University, USA.
Mr. S. Ramachandran (Ram) is a consultant for application of emerging technologies to address
business needs, in the manufacturing vertical in Infosys Knowledge Institute. His focus is on
developing thought leadership and points-of-views, based on recent trends in management and
digitization. Ram also works with internal teams to incubate these ideas and nurture them into new
market offerings. He is a regular blogger and also a speaker on topics such as Digital Transformation
and Industry 4.0. Ram has more than 20 years of global corporate experience, starting with Hindustan
Motors. He spent a significant part of his career in General Electric, in Energy business in the USA and
India, leading digitization projects for e-Engineering, PLM and Reliability programs. He was a Supply Chain
Transformation Manager in Hewlett-Packard for a couple of years. Prior to Infosys, he was an analyst in IDC
Manufacturing Insights, wherein his role involved ongoing industry leadership interaction and collaboration, conducting
market research and driving consulting projects. Ram is a Mechanical Engineer with masters in Production Engineering
from PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore. He did his executive MBA (PGSEM) from IIM Bangalore. He was a
research student in the Robotics Research Center, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore for 2 years.

ICT Quiz – ICNL19q1
This ICT Quiz has 10 questions. Select the correct answer from one of the two the options or provide the answer depending
on the question statement.
1. The brand ambassador of PhonePe, a mobile payment service is Sharuk/Aamir Khan
2. Google : Stadia = Apple : ----------3. 178 is a valid Octal number True/False
4. The most popular 4Vs of Big Data are -- Volume, Variety, Velocity and ----------5. IBM : Red Hat = Microsoft : -------------6. "Invent" was the old tagline of the IT major HP. What is its new tagline?
7. Both Yahoo and Google had their roots at Stanford/Harvard University. True / False
8. In COD, D stands for Demand/Delivery/Despatch/None
9. Amazon/Apple is the first company to be valued over $ one trillion
10. QR Code was first designed for Retail/Auto Industry
Participate in this quiz and win a book. If many qualify with all correct answers, a draw will select the winner.
Send your answers by email to ieee.icnl@gmail.com
Pl. keep the subject of email as “ICT Quiz – ICNL19q1”. Mails with any other subject may miss our attendtion.
Enter the question no and the related answer (in each line)
After answering all the questions, pl. provide your
• Name,
• Affiliation (Designation if employed / mention as Student is studying)
• Company / Institution Name
• Full postal address
• Mobile no
Responses without these info will not be considered.
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